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                Introduction

                                I would like to thank each and everyone of you for taking time out in reading this 
scientific work. I am presenting this material a little bit differently this time. Before I begin,  this
work discusses how I can Reconcile Religion with Science so if you are a secular scientist please 
understand this before continuing.

I begin in the 1st chapter present a 20 sided polygon with 4 tunnels along
with 4 Regeneration holes that are 3 layers complete with a binary string. This demonstrates a concept 
of Intelligent Design. The diagrams are discussed in this chapter as well.

Chapter 2 presents Mathematical equations using a special symbol to triple 
compress and expand Protons in which I discuss Quarks within Protons and formation of time and 
space this is discussed as well. Please note I had to modify  Barry s Sub-shelled-Subatomic 
Equations to to arrive at my solutions.

Chapter 3 discusses the following “Why Time Independent Schrodinger 
Equation Single Non- Relativistic Particle is incorrect”. 

Chapter 4 presents my final thoughts and my career aspirations as you may find 
this enciteful reading. Enjoy!

Barry L. Crouse

Ph.d Computer Information Systems
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Isosagon Diagrams

            Chapter 1 
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Diagram Triple Tunnel with Binary String 2-A
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            2nd layer Protons
            3rd layer 3 Quarks = 1proton 1 quark up 2 down
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I will now go over the Diagrams. In the 1st diagram We see 6 external node points that 
have the ability to Transmit and Receive. The 6 Internal Node points utilize the Color Spectrum. These 
Node points go through Energy Regeneration in the form of binary data which is represented in 
Electro-Magnetic – Mechanical Energy. The 4 sub shelled sub-atomic particles act like a Gateway 
either form into something else (Quarks to Proton's) or Stay in it's form-Quarks passing through to 
another Dimension via tunneling . The process would go through the Following:

                       External Node makes a decision to Decay and go through the Energy Regeneration Hole 
or pass through into the color spectrum. According to Wikipedia, The quarks for a proton are 
represented by 2 quarks up and  1 quark down demonstrating a Upside down Triangle type geometry. 
At this level, I can no longer represent paths because of not being completely binded to matter and 
therefore time and space become a mute point. In order to represent the Protons path at a  Quark level I 
access the points within the tunnel and into the next dimension. These Sub shelled compressed Quarks 
must either form a proton or stay within the triple compressed tunnel only utilizing the string. I will 
present some logic later on. The Quarks appear to use a reverse logic If expansion I form a proton, 
which we our brains say decay but really not If contraction really expansion than time and space are 
null and voided and Energy stays within the Electro-Magnetic binary string.
                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                

Interesting points are in this Diagram represents a fabric type space that has paths than 
after going down to a level Quarks only are points within a triple compressed stream that form this 
proton which supports the argument of Intelligent Design because the energy formed within the Proton 
is neither created or Destroyed do to Metric type choices. These Quarks are much like points on a line 
that either forms a proton or stays within the dimensional space within the string of Information 
through a compressed tunnel. Another Interesting observation is these Quarks that form a Triangle type 
Geometry has a total count of three. In the bible, this is commonly referred to the Trinity = 3. The King 
James Bible in the book of Genesis discusses a pyramid which in it's basic form shows a triangle with 
dimensions with the understanding of Inverse logic in our physical world a Triangle is upside but in a 
different dimension it shows a upside down triangle similar to Inverse brain logic processing.

                                                                            Dimensional Pyramid 

In the next Chapter,I will now attempt to present some Mathematical Equations using a 
triple compression.



 Mathematical Equations

      Chapter 2 



I would like to begin by stating in order to complete this Equation I must 
use a unique symbol compared to Schrodinger but different.

                                                2
     

                                             

                                                 The Square Root is doubled in simplistic terms. I will modify the 
following Barry s Sub-shelled-Subatomic Equations from a Group to a single proton with
3 quarks. The original Equations is the Following

                                                                                        

             
(x2)2          (x2) 2  

      *  q1             +                            *   q1         2nd power
(y2)2           q2                             (y2)2           q2

       q3                                                 q3
                   q4                                                 q4

I will now modify this Equation to show a triple compression  and expansion of Quarks 
within a proton demonstrating the vast amounts of energy that cannot be fully understood. Before we 
begin, Each Quark must be added this will show the Constant Energy but at the same time I will show 
the Intelligent Design part by the Quarks either form a proton or staying in the binary compressed data 
stream. I will call this a Partial binding to the Universe The following Spatial Contraction Equation 
is as follows:



                                                              (x)                                   q1
                                                2                                           *                              = Quark = Z{z1+z2+z3}

                    (y)                                   
                                                                                                         

                         The Contraction shows a triple compression of the Proton with a single area of space

                        The Spatial Expansion equation is as follows

                         Spatial expansion + 1

   (x)3      *      q1
                           (y)3                         3rd  power = quark = {z1+z2+z3}

        

                                The  Spatial Expansion shows a triple exponent that expands 3 times due to the 
principle of Internal Energy is generated 3 times than the external component. This also follows the 
principle of what is done to one side of the Equation is done to the other side -Symmetry but also I 
have to make allowances that show Internal energy is 3 times greater than external energy which shows 
Asymmetry and Dynamic usage of Energy.



                      Unified Spatial Contraction and Expansion Equation

                                                                                        

             
       (x)                     (x) 2nd  

           * q1             +                            *   q1         3rd =Quark = Z =
2      (y)                                            (y) 2nd                           {z1+z2+z3}

                                                           
                              Quark                                      

                                                                                  = Z =
                                                                                 {z1+z2+
                                                                                   z3}

                           I will now assign variables for the Single proton with 3 quarks

                           x  =  Proton Mass = 1.672 * 10 -27 = 1.672

                           y  =   1

   q1 =  .5

                           Z  = 1 Quark                           

                      
                                               Spatial Contraction Equation

                                                                                                          = 1 Quark = Z = {z1+z2+z3}
                              2           ( 1.672 * 10-27)  *  .5  

(1) 3rd



                                       2       (1.672 * 10-27)     * .5

                                                1st compression =  1.29305839 * 10-27

                                                2nd Compression = 1.137127253 * 10-27 * .5

                                                3rd  1.137127253 * .5 * 10-27
                                         
                                                4th = 0.568563577 * 10-27

                                                3rd Compression  = 0.754031549 * 10-27

                                                Quark =  0.754031549 = Z

                           
                       3 Quarks = 2.262094647 * 10-27

                                               Quark formation of proton = 2.262094647 * 10 -27

                                                 Spatial Expansion

                                                                                         
                                           {       (1.672) 2nd * 10 -27 * .5 } 3rd

                                                               1                                                
     
                                                      {2.795584 * 10-27 * .5} 3rd power

{1.397792 * 10 -27 } 3rd power

                                                1.953822475

                                                2.731037425 * 10 -27



                                               Quark Energy Expansion = 2.731037425 * 10 -27

                                               Quark = Z = {z1+z2+z3}

                                               Quarks = 8.193112275 * 10-27

                                               Quark energy Unification = Contraction + Expansion

                                               Quark Energy Unification =     {2.262094647 * 10-27      +    
 8.193112275 * 10-27 }

   

                                             I will now combine the numbers  

                      10.455206922 * (10-27) you should get 52 leading zeroes which is a 
                      lot of leading zeroes. This number cannot be fully comprehended but 
                      what it does say the amount of potential energy is so much that it cannot
                      possibly be binded to this Universe and must have a outlet a dimensional 
                      tunnel to access as confirmed that Austrian Scientist proved their are 5 tunnels. Quarks
                      have this energy that is even more vast than protons within the shell that 
                      it could never be created or destroyed. In the bible, God spoke to his prophets
                      and said 1 day represents a thousand years to me what this says is time and space
                      when dealing with Quarks cannot be completely binded to our fabric space only if it 
                      chooses to form the proton. The statement that say gluon fields bind quarks is only
                      partially correct because Quarks like Sub-atomic particles are not binded to matter
                      only by Intelligent Choice or design.

                      I would now like to compute the following Equation :

                       Proton Split 3rd Compression
                                                                         = Fractional Time
                       Quark Unified Equation
                        

                           0.754031549
                                                         =  0.072120194 of 1 second
                           10.455206922

                           



                            Quark Time = 7.21 * 10 -2nd 

                            

 As we observe,  Quarks are a fraction or part of time. Quarks are fractional time that are 
partially binded to our Universe . In the book of Genesis, God created Earth which was Null and void 
in Time and Space. A good theory and only a theory is Time begins at a Quark level but it is not the 
“God Particle” because God is not binded to time and space within our Universe ;furthermore, Time 
begins at the Quark level when they form protons. God formed time and space – Created. In Cleveland, 
Ohio it was often discussed about the principle of Time Decay which appears to be supported at the 
Atomic Level that forms Atoms Protons and Neutron.

                            I would like to propose a new sub shelled sub-atomic particle named nanomicro-
quarks that are compressed at the 4th level. Please understand I do not think you will find the “God 
Particle” until we understand the concept that when a particle is not binded to our universe than
we begin to fully understand our Universe.

                            Nanomicro-quarks =    √ 0.754031549  * - (10 27nd)2nd power = 729 leading Zeroes

                             Nanomicroquarks =   0.8683499 *- ((10 -27nd power)2nd power)

                             
                              
                            I would like to point out a observation as I attempt to compress a Negative Energy
                            mass the greater my number is do to Inverse logic at the Quark Level what is
                            contraction is really expansion what is expansion is really contraction. In the next
                            chapter I will deal with “Time Independent Schrodinger Equation Single Non-
                            Relativistic Particle” Source Wikipedia.

                             

                                                             

                   



“Why Time Independent Schrodinger Equation Single Non- Relativistic Particle is incorrect”

    Chapter 3



The reason why Time Independent Schrodinger Equation Single Non- Relativistic 
Particle is incorrect is because it does not recognize the duality of Symmetry and Asymmetry of Energy
as I have shown Mathematically. Energy is not constant but only if it chooses. After reviewing the 
Equation I notice some mixture of special and Greek symbols. The problem with the 'Energy of the 
state” is it does not fully explain Quarks and Protons. If the argument that 3 valence quarks in a upside 
down triangle within a sphere Linear and Circular than I have just established the fact that Energy is 
Dynamic.  The often used statement the shortest distance between two points is a line- Linear motion 
establishes speed while a circular motion utilizes more time,space, and Energy.

  The Korean forms Hyungs or patterns understands the concept of Kinetic Energy – 
Motion. The Kinetic portion of Energy should have made that clearly understood Linear and Circular 
motion to form the Hamiltonian variable. 

In Cryptographics, We have Linear and Circular Cryptography. The physic Equation that 
was written in the 1930's was very good at the time but as technology has advanced the Equation 
should have been updated long before I made this proposal and as a result have shown a decay within 
the Science realm. 

The next Chapter I will present my final thoughts on the subject.



Chapter 4

                                                                 Final Thoughts



       Final Thoughts

                                                                       Chapter 4



As you can see, If you have read about other works I have written,  One of my 
major topics was IT computer sciences which I have not placed in this work. I covered a lot of theory 
because I needed to finish what I started in my last work. The main emphasis was demonstrating some 
theory in relations to Intelligent Design this also demonstrates how Religion and Science can be 
compatible as demonstrated in a Scientific manner. 

I was asked in a round about way to consider doing some work this year . I 
thought last year in 2013 was my last year writing. God has been gracious in allowing me to go further 
than I would have expected and for that matter given me a career that also was unexpected did not plan 
on it. My work was never well received by the Academic Public or Private entity and I do not harbor 
any anger or resentment but at the same time I have evaluated and when you have reached the top of a 
mountain a new goal must be desired. This does not mean to close the door entirely only if I am 
presented with a new challenge than I may write again.

                                  My plans are to study some books in the bible that were never Canonized such as 
E'noch and another book called Jasper sorry if it is misspelled.

I would like to take the time to Thank the Following:

1). God = The trinity = 3
2). My wife Irina V. Crouse Russian/American no mistaken identity.

                                    A lesson in life is to thank those who helped you get this far considering where I 
came from a poverty stricken state back in the 70's and was able to climb a mountain-higher than I 
thought. So hopefully, I can walk out knowing the truth and go on to my next phase of life. This has 
been a great journey tough but I have finished with confidence.



                          

If you enjoyed this work, Please visit www.PublishResearch.com for other works 
I have written. 

Dated 09/16/2014

Barry L. Crouse

E-mails barry.crouse@yandex.com
             barry.crouse1@aim.com
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